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Getting Started with SAS/AF(R) and FramesSAS Institute, 2006
SAS/AF software is a set of tools for developing applications. Central to the SAS/AF development environment is the frame. You can think of a frame as an application window that contains the interface (the fields and buttons) of your application. With SAS/AF frame application development, you can build much of your application visually, using...
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Managing the Design Process-Concept Development: An Essential Manual for the Working DesignerRockport Publishers, 2010

	Every aspect of business is impacted by design—from the products or services a company provides, to the various forms of communications that express these products and services, to the many environments, physical or virtual, where customers interact with these offerings. Graphic design can captivate, persuade, motivate, and delight....
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Visual Data Mining: The VisMiner ApproachJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	A visual approach to data mining.


	Data mining has been defined as the search for useful and previously unknown patterns in large datasets, yet when faced with the task of mining a large dataset, it is not always obvious where to start and how to proceed. 


	This book introduces a visual methodology for data...
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Sell It on eBay: TechTV's Guide to Successful Online AuctionsPeachpit Press, 2003
Got goods to sell? Then get this guide! Chances are, if something exists (and maybe even if it doesn't), it's been sold on eBay! But making sure that your items not just sell, but sell quickly, at your desired price, and without any snafus in shipping or payment takes some doing in the world's largest bazaar. To ensure that kind of eBay success,...
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OpenGL(R) ES 2.0 Programming GuideAddison Wesley, 2008
Over the years, the “Red Book” has become the authoritative reference for each new version of the OpenGL API. Now we have the “Gold Book” for OpenGL ES 2.0—a cross-platform open standard ushering in a new era of shader programmability and visual sophistication for a wide variety of embedded and mobile devices, from...
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Flash with DrupalPackt Publishing, 2009
Due to its power and expandability, Drupal has become one of the most popular open source content management systems. At the same time, Flash has been adopted for its ability to create beautiful and dynamic web applications. By combining these technologies, you can create Flash applications that are both visually stunning and rich in content....
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Teach Yourself VISUALLY Photoshop Elements 9Visual, 2010

	Learn to use the bestselling photo editing software the visual way!


	Photoshop Elements offers professional-quality photo editing tools in a reasonably priced software package with user-friendly features. This book shows you how to use those features, with easy, step-by-step instructions illustrated with full-color screen...
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Professional Visual Studio 2005 Team System (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2006
The launch of Microsoft's Visual Studio 2005 Team System (VSTS) is the most significant event in the software development lifecycle tools market for many years, and this book supplies the tools you need to take full advantage of it. Comprising three new role-based editions of Visual Studio, a server-side repository for all software...
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High Impact Data Visualization with Power View, Power Map, and Power BIApress, 2014

	High Impact Data Visualization with Power View, Power Map, and Power BI helps you take business intelligence delivery to a new level that is interactive, engaging, even fun, all while driving commercial success through sound decision-making. Learn to harness the power of Microsoft’s flagship, self-service business intelligence...
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Intelligent Image ProcessingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
Intelligent Image Processing describes the EyeTap technology that allows non-invasive tapping into the human eye through devices built into eyeglass frames. This isn't merely about a computer screen inside eyeglasses, but rather the ability to have a shared telepathic experience among viewers. Written by the developer of the EyeTap principle, this...
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Flex Mobile in ActionManning Publications, 2012


	It has been almost two years now since Adobe started releasing super-secret early betas

	of their mobile AIR runtimes and Flex framework. During that time, only a select few

	were kicking the tires and seeing what was possible while waiting for more phones to

	successfully run Android 2.2 and the iPhone packager to be completed.
...
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Photoshop Workflow Setups: Eddie Tapp on Digital PhotographyO'Reilly, 2006
Leery of 800-page books that try to teach you everything about digital photography? You should be. Rather than delve into the nuances of efficient workflow, color management, or creating spectacular enhancements, these doorstop volumes tend to gloss over key information in an attempt to cover everything.

...
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